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Mondale Campaigns Here

,

The Democratic vice-presidential nominee was
in Albuquei:que yesterday campaigning for the
state as well as the national ticket.
Minnesota Sen. Walter Mondale was welcomed.
to Albuquerque yesterday afternoon by Sen.
· Joseph Montoya and Governor Jerry Apodaca.
Mondale spoke to an estimated rally crowd of
about 2,000 at the Convention Center Kiva
·
Auditorium last night.
Mondale did some campaigning for Montoya in
the course of his talk, saying that he had worked
with Montoya, and urged New Mexicans to re-elect
Montoya.
.
Mondale said the Ford administration "reminds
me of the dead, slow government we had in 1960."
Mondale said further that it took a Democratic
president, John Kennedy, to get the government
moving in 1960.
Mondale also said Jimmy Carter "has been out
with the people, talking to people for the last two
years, while Ford has been behind his desk." Moodale said further that "a Democratic Congress and
a Democratic president and vice-president can
straighten this country out in six months."

New Mexico

DAILY
Sen. Walter F. Mondale urged New Mexicans to re-elect Sen.·
Joseph Montoya in a Convention Center address l~st night.

Wednesday, September 8, 1976

Mondale said that he wants to see the government "reorganized so that it is more understandable and more accountable to the
American people. We need to simplify the maze of
federal programs."
Mondale referred to fraud in the Medicaid
program, and to illegal acts by the FBI, saying that
such problems are reported to the public but
nothing is being done about them,
Mondale attacked Amedcan foreign policy,
saying, "It is possible to have a foreign policy that
promises democracy, justice, and human rights.
When we see Americans involved in foreign affairs
overseas, we should see ourselves and see our
principles represented also."
Asked before the rally about the large number
of American non-voters, Mondale said "this is a
terribly important issue; we want everyone to
vote, and we're going to speak of those things that
have turned people off."
Asked about Carter's slipping rating in the
polls, Mondale said that the polls "can go both
ways," and that the coming campaign will be "a
.hard-fought contest that will go right to the wire."

LOBO

Bid for Com·munity Center
Approved by UNM Regents
By Dolores Wood and
Rebekah Szymanski
The UNM Regents yesterday
awarded the contract for the
construction of the proposed
Family-Practice Unit and Community
Medicine/Psychiatry
Center to the K.L. House Construction Co., Inc. The firm was
low bidder with -an- estimate of
$2,175,760 without additive
- alternates, and $2,309,025 with
alternates.
other action, the Regents:
-Tentatively approved the
candidates for degrees that were
completed in the Summer 1976
session;
-Approved a capital-outlay
project for the fiscal year 1977 and
a proposal for the Regents to be
permitted to submit another list the
following year;
-Adopted a $25 million generalobligation bond-issue referendum
for capital construction on stateeducational institutions;

In

-Accepted a report on the status
of tenure at UNM;
-Approved for submission to
the professors all contracts, leaves,
resignations and retirements of new
personnel, and;
-Discussed the possibility of
UNM affiliating itself with local
and state hospitals.
Regent Albert Simms, in favor of·
University affiliation with other
hospitals said a policy of this kind
would "remove the restriction of
the spread of knowledge going on.
now, which I think is immoral."
"The only other alternative
would be to some day build a
private hospital on the University
campus," he said. "Right now we
do not have adequate clinical
facilities on campus."
The statement presented by
Chester Travelstead, vice president
for Academic Affairs, on the status
of tenure at UNM, showed 95 per
cent of UNM's full professors are
tenured and that "compared to the

average of the others (universities)
UNM is in a pretty good position."
The report also stated that the
decision by the Regents for the
University to go to a policy of term
contracts "is working."
"I think both the spirit and the
letter of that policy have been
received by the faculty rather well,"
T-ravelstead said.
The alternates included in the bid
accepted by the Regents for construction of the proposed medical
facilities are additions that will be
put on the buildings if money is left
after initial construction.
"Our budget is $2,350,000. We
try to keep the cost of the buildings
down to what we know we can
afford," University Architect Van
Dorn Hooker said. This way if
costs go over what was estimated, '
plans that were already approved
won't have to be eliminated,
Hooker said.
The alternates as listed are: 1.
!Continued on page 3)

Students Choose Other Schools

Fewer Minorities in Med School
'More minority students applied to the UNM
College of Medicine this year than last year, but
fewer were enrolled.
The number of minority students who applied
was up 60 per cent this year, but the eight students admitted was half of the number admitted last
year, said Juan Abeyta, a programs specialist for
the Office of Student Affairs.
Seventeen per cent of the students in the UNM
Medical School are minority students. However,
only ·u per cent of the 72 students enrolled in this
year's cfass are classified as minorities, he said.
This low percentage was caused by the cancellation of a minority-alternate plan in 1975, added Abeyta. This plan had said any minority
student accepted who chose not to attend the UNM
Medical School would be replaced by another
minority student .
. Of, the 16 minority. students accepted tbis'year;
seven decided against attending UNM. Without
the minority-alternate plan, all seven were
replaced by Anglo students; Abeyta said. (One of
the 16 failed to complete certain prerequisites and
was barred from entering.)
Minority recruitment began in 1969, said Antonio Gomez, the assistant director of the Basic
Sciences Enrichment Program. Publicity and
student demands forced the schools to accept more
minority students. The number entering the UNM
Medical School increased rapidly until two years
ago, he added.
Abeyta said this decrease was due also to a lack
of commitment by the medical school"! to continue

Van Darn Hooker

Bookstore Overcharges
For Used Physics Book

ByDoloresWood
Students who purchased the used book, Sears University Physics,
to make an assertive effort towards accepting a for $11.35 are entitled to a $5.70 refund.
While the bookstore prices most used books at two·thirds their list
large number of minority students. Less activism
price,
the price for Sears University Physics was more than doubled.
of minorities in UNM was another factor, he said.
"Anyone
who bought one of those books can bring it in and get a
"UNM has the only medical school in the state,"
refund,"
Bookstore
Manager A.O. ,Jackson said. He immediately had
Abeyta said, "and it is important that it realizes
the
price
of
the
rest
of
the Sears physics books corrected.
this." Abeyta said there were many areas in New
Memos
will
be
sent
to the professors using the book, informing
Mexico in need of doctors, and when a student
from such an area applies, this fact should be con- them of the refund, he said.
Some student working in the store must have overpriced the books,
sidered.
he
sai<i~.:.
ld
the mistake in a day or two."
Requirements for being considered for the UNM
Medical School include completi-ng 40 semester
The books were shelved using
hours of science courses and taking the Medical
the packing slips to check in the
College Admissions Test. No minimum grade-point
material, he said. "We recheck
average or test score is required. The 14 members
the price on the books when the
of the ;1dmission committee consider the apinvoice comes in/'
plications on the basis of undergraduate records,
When asked if a check of other
Admissions Test scores and two interviews with
invoices would reveal further
the students.
pricing mistakes, Jackson said
"Minority students ·should follow ·th~ same'
no.
criteria for all, but many of the minority students
Students who bought the book
being turned down are qualified and capable of
should bring it to the bookstore
finishing the ·four-year program at UNM," Abeyta
with their receipt for a refund.
said.
Jackson also responded to
complaints
from studepts who
Abeyta said recruiters are available this week in
have had articles stolen from
the SUB to answer any minority student's question
shelves
outside the book area.
about the UNM Medical School. The recruiters will
4.0. Jackson
be in Room 231A from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday
"There is no way, even if we had 500 people checking the area, that
through Friday.
'
we would be able to stop the thefts," he said. "We're going to buy a
''We will provide general counseling for those in- bunch more lockers."
He said he has considered a check system but decided against it.
terested-such as what courses a student should
"Do
you think that, if you were in a hurry, you would want to wait in
be taking and Where can M go for financial airl, ''
line
to
use a check system?" he asked.
Abeyta said.
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Pilot Granted Asylum

TOKYO (UP!) A Soviet
MIG25 pilot who planned his
defection from the communist
o regime for two years will leave
....:l Wednesday for the United States
:Si' and promised political asylum,
2:l Japan's Foreign Ministry said
o Tuesday.
·~
The White House said President
"' Ford would grant asylum to Lt.
~ Viktor I vanovich Bclenko, who
~ said he fied the Soviet Union
because it had become like a czarist
c-i regime.
"'
Belenko's MIG25 jet, one of the
~ fastest planes in the world, will
P.. remain in Japan at present despite
Soviet demands that it must be
returned at once. The twin-engine
fighter-reconnaissance plane, which
flies at more than three times the
speed of sound, was a rich prize for
Western
intelligence,
which
reportedly has never before had a
chance to inspect one closely.
"Life in the Soviet Union today
is like that of the czarist regime,
and there is no freedom," police
quoted Belenko as saying. He told
Japanese interpreters he wants to
live in the United States, where he
hopes to get an "aviation-related"
job.
A Japanese Foreign Ministry
Spokesman said Belenko, who
speaks a few Words of English,
would be turned over to American
officials early Wednesday.
Belenko, 29, flew from his base
in Siberia Monday, crossed the sea
of Japan and slipped his plane
under Japan's radar-defense screen
for a surprise landing at Hakodate
City, 500 miles north of Tokyo.
After questioning he spent his first
night-police guards said he was
nervous and did not sleep well-in a
$27.58 room at Hokodate's Grand
Hotel.
Japanese helicopters and a
if.l

2
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Day-Care Bill Signed
WASHINGTON-President Ford Tuesday signed into law a
bill carrying additional aid to states for child day-care programs,
and delaying for a year the imposition of federal standards for
staffing the centers.
.
.
.
The President said in a statement that h1s VElto of an earher
measure, sustained by Congress, produced a coml?romis~ he
welcomed because "ensuring adequate day care for children 1s an
important social service."
The legislation, for the fiscal year starting Oct .. 1, adds $240
million to the roughly $600 million states were gettmg to.o~er~te
day-care centers. The vetoedversion called for a $375 m1lhon Illcrease.
And the bill satisfied Ford's chief objection to the earlier
measure by suspending until Oct. 1, 1977, federal guidelines on
the number of persons needed to staff day-care centers.
The standards were approved by Congress in 197 4, but were
suspended last October when center operators argued they were
so costly that entire programs would have to be cut back.

Sept. 9 Deadline Looms
For. LSA T Applications
Application forms from persons interested in taking the Law School
Admissions Test (LSAT), scheduled to be administered at the UNM School
of Law on Oct, 9, should be mailed no later than Sept. 9, Frederick M.
Hart, dean of the law school, announced recently.
"Although registrations will be accepted by the Education Testing
Service until Sept. 16, those registering late will be charged an additional
fee of $4,'' Hart said.
The LSAT is a test required of candidates for admission to most
American law schools.
"Those wishing to apply to law school for the fall of 1977 should take
either the October or the December test," he added.
Registration materials, including the application form for the LSA T
may be obtained at the UNM School of Law or at an; college testing
center.

Baby Market Uncovered·
HACKENSACK, N.J.-A county Grand Jury Tuesday indicted
seven persons, including five attorneys, on charges of arranging
the sale of infant babies to adoptive parents in a five-state network.
Bergen County Prosecutor Joseph Woodcock said the indictments were the result of a 10-month investigation by
authorities in New Jersey, New York, Illinois, Michigan and
California.
Edward Terner, an attorney in West Orange, N.J., W\!S named
in four of the indictments, which allege eight white babies were
sold between August, 1972, and January, 1975, to couples who
paid fees of up to $9,100 for the adoption.

UNM !Iangglirling club is holding ils first
meeling at 7 p.m. Thurs., Sept. 9 in Rm. 23IA in
the SUB. All interested arc welcome.

Wage Raise Shelved

The Student Council for Exceptional Childn•n

WASHINGTON-There will be no increase this year in the
federal minimum wage, the ·chairman of a key House subcommittee said Tuesday.
Rep. John Dent, D-Pa., head of the Labor Standards Panel, said
there was so little chance of congressional approval he has
shelved for the year a bill to raise the wage floor.
The panel held two months of hearings last year on legislation
which would have raised the minimum wage from $2.30 an hour
for one class of federally covered employees to $3 an hour, beginning next Jan. 1.

will mecL Thurs., Sept. 9 at 7 p.m. in Rm. 250D in
the SUB. Guest speaker Marian Shelton will speak
on body language.
Stephen Wood, asst. professor oi Philosophy,
will speak al. 3:30 p.m. on Wed., Sept. 8, in Rm.
139, Biology Bldg, He will diseuss the effect of
temperature on respiration and acld·base balance
in a monitor lizard.
Conservationists, ecologists, woodcn·shoc mt'm·
bcrJ>-comc to the UNM Mountain Club Wilder·

ness study committee meeting Wed .. Sept.. 8 at
7:30p.m. in the upstairs rending room in Ortega
Hall.

MceL the head of the Anthropology Dcpl., Peter
Workman. Ask questions concerning developing
undergradualc programs Thurs., Sept. 9, at 4:30
p.m. in Rm. 210, Mitchell Hall.

Win your ·.wheels.
Guess how many
Tot staples
are in the bowl.

Clue:
S!aples in

JOOJ AUG'76 M.P. 21
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Anyone Can Do It
l(s easy. Maybe that's why it's getting more and more popular to
do banking by mail. just send us your deposit along with the deposit slip. and we'll send your receipt right back to you the very
same day. It's the most convenient way to save going! Even a
child could do It! Now don't misunderstand us. We ltke to see
you come in often. But we like to receive mall too. So, on those
days when you can't get to us, let the postman tend you a hand.
It's just another way for us to serve you better.
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3 First Prizes:
HONDA motorcycles
25 Second Prizes:
10-Speed AMF
ROADMASTER bikes

The answer is staring you
bowl could be
loaded 1nto 800
right in the eye. Just figure it out.
·
to 1.000 Tot Staplers.
The fishbowl is 3%" high, 5" wide,
OFFICIAL RULES: NO PURCHASE REQUIRED. Hand
5" deep and holds 32 lid. oz.
information on coupon or postcard. Entries must be
But there's no guess work when it comes to our print
received by Dec. 6, 1976. Write your guess outside the
Tot 50® stapler that staples, tac~s. mends and goes envelope. lower left corner. PRIZES AWARDED TO
WITH ACTUAL COUNT OR NEAREST TO
wherever you do. It's no bigger than a pack of gum! ENTRIES
ACTUAL COUNT. IN CASE OF TIE, A DRAWING
DETERMINES
WINNERS. Final decision· by an indepenGreat little price, too. Just $1.29• with 1000 staples
dent judging organization. Offer made lo all residents of
at stationery stores, stationery departments and
U.S. except void In Mo., Ga., ld., Md., Vt, Wa. and
wherever else prohibited, taxed or restricted by federal,
college bookstores.
stale and local laws. Enter as often as you wish. Each
Check out the Cub® Desk and Hand staplers,
entry must be mailed separately, Umil one prize to a
too. Just $2.49•.
household. Winners may be required to execute alfidavil
of release 'and eligibility. FOR WINNERS LIST, SEND
First prizes are HONDA motorcycles with large STAMPED,
SELF-ADORESSED ENVELOPE TO:
rear-view mirrors. 122 cc. displacement, 5-speed SWINGLINE WINNERS, P.O. BOX 2451, WESTBURY,
"Mfg s suggested retail price.
transmission. Good things happen on a HONDA. N.Y.11S91.
Second prizes are AMF ROADMASTER
BICYCLES. 26" deluxe 10-speed racer, caliper
SWINGLINE HONDA E
brakes, easy-reach dual stem shifters.
P.O. Box 2292
Enter today. Who'll win
Westbury, N.Y. 11591
is anybody's guess.

There are
staples in the llshbowl.
Important: Write your guen oublde the . , _
lope, lower left hand corner.
Name ____________________________

Address ________________________
City _____ State, _ _ Zip

L----------------------------------------4-.T-e_t,e_p~~~~~~:-=-:-::_::::::::::::::::~j

Art
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Now Open 7 Days
At Our New Location
2312 Central S.E.
255-7086

Jimmy Carter's running mate in
this year's Presidential election.·
Most of New Mexico's big-wig
politicos went through the motions
of a high-class social event. For
many, the event was more of a
victory celebration on Nov. 2 than a
welcome for a stranger.
Many who paid $50 for the gala
event had to wait in line for 15 ·

minutes to get a drink. It was worth
the drink, however, since you could
also meet Gov. Jerry Apodaca and
Sen. Joseph M. Montoya, or
converse about the chances of this
year's Lobo football team.
Also
attending
were
Congressional-hopeful R'aymond
Garcia and Atty. Gen. Tony
Anaya.

U. Registers Record Enrollment

i
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A record student enrollrne~t has
been registered by UNM for the
24th straight year, President
William E. Davis reported Friday.
The University this fall has
registered 21 ,065 students at the
Albuquerque campus, an increase
of 233 students over the final
registration figures for last fall at
UNM,
Davis
said.
Final
registration statistics for this year
will be recorded Sept. 10.
Enrollment figures for the
University's branches at Gallup and
in northern New Mexico are not yet
available, but student registration
gains are expected in both schools.
"The
new,
computerized

... Regents
fConlinuE'd from Jlage 11

·Built-in laboratory casework. 2.
Extension of a utility tunnel to
connect with the tunnel of the
Medical Examiner's office in the
Scientific Laboratory Building to
the west, and; 3. Extending the
north stairway down into an unfinished basement space for futureexpansion needs.
The building-request priorities
that the Regents approved are to be
sent to the Board of Educational
Finance (BEF) and the Department
of Finance and Administration.
The priorities are to be the basis of
the funding allocated to the
University by the BEF and DFA.
Future construction on the
University will be made in the order
of these priorities.
The Dental Programs Building
was listed as the first priority, and a
Mechanical Engineering Building
was second. These were the only
construction commitments the
Regents would make_
The other 1977 priorities were
listed as "tentative." These include
fire code corrections in 42
buildings, anthropology-classroom
alterations,
architecture-building
addition/alterations and Medical
Sciences Laboratory remodeling.
Hooker said other buildings,
such as the old Lecture Hall, would
have to be used until the University
had a need for the space the
buildings occupy or until the
University had enough classroom
space to eliminate the need for
them_
He said room for 200 students in
an addition to the Anthropology
Building could eliminate the need
for one old building.

CONTACTS

Or eyeglassos7Bring your Rx,or just come by

...We also clean and polish, and seil solutions

Casey Optical Co.
(next door to Casey Rexall Drug)

4312 Lomas at Washington
Phone 255-6329 or 155-8736

1
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Lost Canyon

Analysis by Joe Donnelly
There are two main activities
during a Democratic reception-handshaking and drinking.
Listening to the vice presidential
contender is not required.
Women in long gowns and men
in polyester double-knit leisure suits
turned out last night for a reception
for Sen. Walter Mondale, D-Minn.,

~!'~1iJ

military transport guarded by jet
The Soviet Embassy in Tokyo
fighters brought Belenko to Tokyo demanded its diplomats be allowed
Tuesday. With a coat over his head a face-to-face meeting with
to shield him from photographers, Belenko, but the Japanese Foreign
he was driven to a secret location.
Ministry refused, A spokesman
The Soviet aviator told police he said Belenko rejected the idea, and
has planned to defect to the United he would not be forced to see Soviet
States for two years. He said he diplomats against his will.
finally made the flight Monday
The Soviets also insisted on
because he had a full tank of fuel.
return of the MIG25. The Japanese
declined because the 69-foot-long,
The MIG25, which set a world- twin-finned jet is evidence in the
altitude record of nearly 119,000 technical charge that Belenko ·
feet in 1973 and has flown at more entered the country illegally, but
than 1,850 miles an hour, has a foreign ministry sources said the
normal combat radius of ?OO.miles. plane would be returned eventually.

Lcnrn to d.rmce and have fun with the UNM
Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club, Dances nrc
every Thursday, 7·9 p.m. in Hrn. 176, Johnson
Gym. No cx.pcricncc or Jlllrtncr necessary.

The Political Arena: Albuquerque Style

New Mexico

DAILYl,OBO
Vol. 81
No.13
Box 20, University P.O, UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202.
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is ,published

Monday through Friday every regular week
or the University year and weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico,
and is not financially associated with UNM.
Second clnss postage paid at AlbtUJlicrque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscrifttion rate is
$10.00 for the academic year.
The opini~ns expressed on t.he editorial
pages of The Daily Lobo are those of t.he
author solely. Unsigned -opinion is that of the
editorial board ot.Tbe Daily Lobo. Nolhin~ .
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registration system put into
operation this year proved most
successful," Davis said. "It permit ted us to open up the admissions
procedure to late registrants and to
be more responsive more immediately to students' class interests.
"The admissions office, under
the direction of Dean Robert
Weaver, did a tremendous job this
fall to make the more flexible and
rapid registration process work as
well as it did," he said.
The continuing registration
system at UNM permits students to
register and be cleared for classes in
the space of a few minutes at any

Providing entertainment was a
group of mariachis. Dressed in blue
skin-tight costumes, they could
hardly compete with the audience
who was too busy entertaining
itself.
Mondale arrived with a burst of
trumpets, guitars and voitins from
the mariachis. He mingled with the
crowd shaking hands along with
Montoya and Apodaca.

At the podium, Montoya began
the informal speeches. Trying to
speak above the voices and noise
time after classes for the succeeding from the audience he described the
semester or summer session have gatheril1g as "a wonderful
been scheduled.
reception for Sen. Monel ale." The
The systern, Davis said, has crowd loved it so much they kept
permitted the University quickly to talking. Montoya introduced
open new sections of classes to meet Apodaca, who received a loud
student interest. In the past, much round of applause.
of this work had to be done
manually which took much more
Apodaca praised Mondale and
time.
introduced him to another round of
This year's freshman class at applause. However, even as
UNM totals 3022 students from Mondale spoke, the crowd kept up
every county in New Mexico, 46 their conversation and cocktailother states and the District of sipping.
Columbia. The only states not
Mondale can joke it up. He
represented in the beginning class described Apodaca as the best
are Alaska, Rhode Island and governor in the U.S_ and Montoya
South Carolina.
as the second-best senator in the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----------

U.S. Trying to be heard above the Z
noise of laughter and conversation, ~
Mondale said, "When I speak you ~
will have to listen to me because all ro
my words are wise." The audience ()ij,
did quiet down but only for two o
sentences.
t::J
•

Inside the Convention Center's
Kiva Auditorium, the audience of
people for the evening's rally were
getting scuted. Those from the
reception mingled with those who
came to hear Mond;1le .speak.
Placards of "Viva Carter and
Mondalc" and "Montoya for
Senator" were passed out among
the audience.
Students were among those who
did not attend the reception but
carne to hear Mandate speak.
Two recently married student&
who withheld their names said they
''came down to listen and to collect
some buttons." The husband said
he has election buttons as far back
as William McKinley.

A woman student quipped, "I
came to hear what Mondale had to
say because I think he's going lobe
the next vice president.''
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Fiesta Fare:
Fun For Most
'
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The Santa Fe fiesta, the burning of Zozobra, lias long been anticipated and enjoyed by the Santa Fe natives.
IK*&";f
~ The fiesta was originally the banishment of gloom for a year's '""'~
P. time and the occasion for religious pageantry.
But in the past several decades, the "quaint" custom has
become a tourist attraction. The new fiestas are hated and loved by
·
Santa Fe. The shopkeepers around the Plaza make a good deal of
money, the hotels are full, and attendance at tourist attractions
swell.
The population of Santa Fe increased about 40,000, to an
estimated 100,000 persons during Labor Day weekend this year.
The traffic between Santa Fe and Albuquerque is like the traffic
on Central was when they had one side of it closed down at Yale.
The fiestas have had to be closed down early some years
because the participants got too rowdy. This year unfortunately
Give
was one of those years. The shooting incident which occurred
Friday closed fiesta down earlier than usual and put police even
more on the alert.
.
But in spite of the problems this year, the police and the funseekers seemed to have kept their heads most of the time anc'
fiesta was a pleasant experience for most visitors.
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A memorial fund has been set up
under the name of Dr. Lee Wollard
to be used for medical students in
need of financial assistance.
The fund will be used for·
students in the preceptorship
program. This program is required
for fourth-year medical students.
They are placed in various health
organizations throughout the state
to gain experience in primarymedical care.
Wollard,
adj unct-assislant
professor of family community and
emergency medicine at UNM, and
his 8-year-old daughter wer,e killed
in a plane crash Aug. 15.
Wollard, a faculty member of the
Medical School and private
physician in Roswell, N.M., was
director of the preceptorship
program.
Contributions should be mailed
Lo Julie McKibbin, 1000 Stanford
NE, Albuquerque, N.M. Any
contribution is tax deductible. For
additional information call 2775403.

Volunteer Readers for Blind

Several of the problems which came up 'were serious. The
shooting which resulted in one death and the rape of a 13-year-old
girl appear to be the most tragic events of the weekend party.
Except for some rock-throwing incidents, the police managed,
probably by their presence, to avert rioting or large-scale disorder.
But Fiesta is still a place parents take their children to see,
students go to forget their school work, and couples go to dance
and have fun.
The Fiesta was well planned this year for the area involved, but
next year it could be better staged to eliminate some of the
problems which occur.
Instead of using the Plaza for dancing and vending, these activities could be staged in an area which is not as full of plate-glass
windows and liquor stores. Ft. Marcy Park, for example, could be
the site of these activities. The hilly walk from there to the Plaza
would discourage much of the back-and-forth traffic in the evening
and keep the Fiesta participants in one general area.
We hope Santa Fe will continue to put on this fiesta for natives
and visitors alike, in spite of difficulties, as it is a colorful and living
part of New Mexican heritage.
We urge the planners of Fiesta to consider alternatives to the
way the festival is presently staged so that some of the problems
encountered this year and in years past can be solved.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

THE SPECIAL Services Department of the Institute for Applied
Research Services at UNM offers a
reading service for blind students.
Readers are hired by the department part-time to record tapes and
read to the blind.

ALSO, BECAUSE this program
is dependent on money granted by
the government to operate, the
number of readers is limited. Blind
students are therefore not able to
have available to them the number
of readers they really need.

For their time, readers are paid
by the University through a government grant. Once a reader applicant has been hired, he will be
assigned to a blind student. The
schedule of reading sessions is then
up to the student and his reader.

When faced with the situation of
needing material read to him with
no reader at his disposal, what can
the blind student do? Call on friends or family and hope that someone
will be able to help? This is an inconvenience and a burden on all involved. The solution would be to
have an additional service of
readers who would volunteer their
time.

There is no question that this
program is an invaluable aid to the
blind. However, there are times
when the student will need material
read to him and his reader is not
available.

BY INSTITUTING a volunteer
program, the problems of possible
money shortages and a lack of
readers would be overcome. The
blind student would (ideally) have a

~Ia nice

Badal

large pool of readers upon which to
call when the need arises.
At this time, Special Services is
not considering this alternative
reader service. The department
feels that a volunteer service would
not be totally reliable ... those who
volunteered might weary of the
work involved once the novelty of
reading for others wears off and
could not be depended upon. There
is additionally the fear that confusion might arise from having both
a volunteer and a paid program.
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publication on the editorial page.
The carbon which should have
come to us got sidetracked along
the way and. this letter is the
original which was passed on to
us from the GSA.)
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514-16 Central, SW

All Chicago & El Chicano
$6.98 list LP's,

Now$3.85

color-analysis testing system. The test involves the selection of certain
colors to answer specific questions. The color test is designed to help
coordinate wardrobes, rooms and offices as well as make people aware of
what they're saying about themselves by their current likes and dislikes of
color.
For example, research has shown that drug abusers cannot tolerate the
color yellow. Architects prefer orange but wear brown and politicians
prefer red but wear gray. Blue jeans indicate a desire for common-social
identity, and when worn with a color of that person's choice, it adds individuality.
In medical centers, nursing homes and drug-abuse clinics, color is an
important ingredient for healing purposes. "As a general rule," said
Mella, "the colors should be calming and familiar, such as soft yellow,
peach, or mauves and greens."
A desire for a new color in one's wardrobe indicates a change in that
person's life. The colors preferred in the past might not be chosen for
needs in the future. "All color influence is relative to the individual, the
moment and the individual's well-being," said Mella.
Colors will stimulate you, relax you or protect you. Colors affect adults
and children every day, all their lives. As Mella said, "Color is light, and
light is life."

PawnShop
Everyday Terrific Bargans
on: Stereos, Tape Players,
TV's, Watches, Radios &
Musicial Instruments

Sandia Jewelry
& Loan Co.
517 Central, N.W.

The Gizmo Store
302 Central, S.W.
Off
100f
10 on all Western Leisure Suits,
Western Shirts, and Western Boots
With Student I.D. of Ad, get ready for the fair!
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By Kelly Nnckols
Color is a form of energy that can affect your social life, make your
friends comfortable (or uncomfortable) in your home and reveal certain
traits in your personality. This is the opinion of color expert Dorothee
Lusson Mella, director of Darnel Enterprises.
Mella, who has a fine arts degree, taught art for seven years, has been a
color specialist for nine years and a color analyst since 1970. She now
heads Dome! Enterprises, a consulting company that uses color to solve
problems in homes and businesses.
Color, a form of light, is part of an electromagnetic spectrum and
through laboratory experimentation has been proven to be a form of
energy. "This energy can be expressed through the personality in the form
of seven different qualities: vitality, motivation, healing, enlightenment,
inspiration, balance and satisfaction," said Mella.
Color psychology began at the turn of the century when a German artist,
Wassily Kandinsky, wrote A Language In Color. Color psychology was
popular during the 1910's and '20's, but was submerged in the beginning of
the machine age and didn't reappear until the mid-1960's.
Color analysis is the use of color ~o motivate human behavior, to sell
products, and to stimulate businesses.
The purpose of color psychology is to help solve problems, improve
public relations and aid people with a self-image ·projection through a
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Opinions ...
Opinions are unsolicited, signed, guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the LOBO. Opinions may
be any length but are subject to editing for space limitations.
Opinions should include address and phone number.
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Apology
For Parking Why Limit Nutritional Food?
Editor:
to name a few)
Problems
Schools all across the counIt is deplorable then that Mr.

,.,

loaned to students with the average
The Kiva Club is governed by a
loan being $144.
I'D
six-member student council. Each
~
~·
The Kiva Club scholarship fund councillor is elected by the Kiva
By Bradley Martin
0
Club
members
for
a
one
year
term.
receives income from the Beulah
The Mountain Club, an organization for students interested in outdoor
t!
Thomas Indian Trust Fund and Elections are staggered every activities, will meet Sept. 14 at 7:30p.m. in Ortega Hall.
!»
semester.
from monies raised by the Kiva
"Basically," said club president Del Dubois, "we're an organization for
Club. ·In fiscal year 1975, 20
people
interested in hiking, backpacking, cross-country skiing, snow- t"'
The Kiva Club sponsors the
0
scholarships were awarded. The annual Nizhoni Indian Days on shoeing, winter mountaineering, rock-climbing-anything having to do o"
averagP. scholarship was $100.
•
campus. Kiva Club council member with the mountains."
:>
r:n
Dubois
said,
"We
also
have
rock-climbing
schools,
a
ski
clinic
in
the
Lila
Bird,
said
"the
main
objective
The Kiva Club budget has
I'D
averaged about $4000 annually of the Nizhoni Days is to winter and we're involved in mountain rescue. We hold a safety clinic and '0
"'I'D"
since 1971, with this year's budget familiarize the University com- we emphasize safety in everything we do,''
The
club
is
also
involved
in
conservation
and
will
hold
a
conservation
munity
with
the
Indian-student
totalling $3956. The proposed
..,
annual budget is submitted to the community, These activities also meeting Wednesday, Sept. 9, in the upstairs reading room at Mesa Vista I'D
00
ASUNM Senate for their review help raise money for Indian-student Hall, Dubois said.
Fees range from $3 to $5 with a small charge for climbing school. Dubois ,_.
and then submitted to the student scholarships."
said, "We charge $1 for the beginning climber's school and $2 for the Ct:>
_,
body in a general election for
During Nizhoni Days, Indian
0>
intermediate
school.
I'd
say
the
fees
are
really
very
nominal."
approval.
dances are staged. Speakers and
Club members take extended trips over winter and spring breaks. "We
The budget has a provision for a films are also featured during the try to go someplace interesting-Canada, Alaska, somewher~ like that,"
part-time Kiva Club program project.
Dubois said.
administrator. The only other paid
Aguino said any non-Indian
The club has two officers in addition to the president. Dubois said, "I'm
employee is the secretary for the students are welcome to come by to president, Bill Miller is vice-president and Lee McEnnery is our treasurer."
Kiva Club. The remainder of the discuss current issues. The Kiva
Interested students should attend the Sept. 14 meeting. "We'll have
budget is used for general office Club is located at 1812 Las Lomas, signs up telling people where to go," Dubois said; "No one will have any
supplies.
NE.
·
trouble finding the room."
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Club Offers Classes
To Mountain Lovers

--------------------------------
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THESE OBJECTIONS. concerning the volunteer program are
valid, but certainly not insurmountable. This service could
undoubtedly be of great help to the
blind. Hopefully, for the sake of the
blind student, a volunteer reader
program will soon be under consideration by the University.

Bill Tyron, President, Graduate
try are throwing out their cokes, Schulte should be limiting
Student Association:
kool-aid and other sugar and wholesome foods, i.e., milk,
I wish to express my sincere chemically adulterated foods
juices, fruits, while allowing
apologies to each and every and finding nutritional foods unlimited
'quantities
of
member of the University of
to feed their students; and at nutritionally poor foods,
New Mexico graduate student
the same time finding it
Surely
any
dietitian,
body who has been unduly ineconomical. (Franconia College, nutritionist, or health-minded
convenienced by our failure to
N.H.; Lewis and Clark College, student will agree!!
afford you an equal opportunity Portland, Ore.; Greensborough
with undergraduate students to School District #7 in N.Y., just
R.W. Robinson
purchase parking permits.
diiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJIIIIIIIJIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIUIJIIIIIIIWIIIIlllUilflllllltiiiiiiiiiiiiJIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIInlllllll
Please be assured that such an
omission will not intentionally
occur in the future.
Letters to the editor ...
Berry D. Cox
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
Director
typewritten and double spaced.
Dept. of Police &
Sender's nam~, address and phone number must be included
Parking Services
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication.
(Editor's Note: The letter above
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in
was dated Aug. 25 and received person.
.
by the Graduate Student Assoc.
If a letter is from a group, please include a name, phone numoffice, with the note that a car- ber and address of a group member.
bon was sent to the LOBO for
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By Bill Halsey
The Kiva Club is a social,
political and service organization
which is comprised of American
Indian students from all over the
nation.
Kiva· Club administrator Rich
Aguino said the primary purpose of
the Kiva Club is to provide special
tutors and counselors for those
Indian students who request help.
The Kiva Club also offers
scholarships and loans for Indian
students.
A small loan fund has been
established by the Kiva Club from
contributions and the proceeds of
the Nizhoni Dances. In the fiscal
year 197 5 a total of $10,000 was

Memorial Fund
To Aid Students

It A Chance!
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Kiva Club Offers Varied Benefits
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Hewlett--Packard wrote the book on
advance(.{ pocket calculators.

And it's yours free!
Hewlett-Packard built the world's first
advanced pocket calculator back in 1972, And
led the way ever since.
If you're about to invest in your first
pocket calculator-one that will serve you
through college and beyond -you'll need all
the information you can get to make a wise
decision. That's why Hewlett-Packard's put
together an objective, informative 24-page
guide entitled, "What To Look For Before You
Buy An Advanced Calculator:' And it's
yours- Free!
In it you will find such helpful information as: A survey of types of calculators
available; Programming; Logic systems; Applications; Functions; Features; Construction;
Accessories; Memory; Service and much,
much more.
Get your free copy of"What To Look
For Before You Buy An Advanced Calculator:'
at your campus ]:,ookstore or telephone
800·538·7922 (in Calif. 800·662·9862}
toll-free for the name of your nearest dealer.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
PRESENTS
THE FIRST FAMILY OF
ADVANCED CALCULATORS.

• Performs ·all standard log and trig functions
(in radians or degrees).
• Performs rectangular/polar conversion,
register arithmetic and more.
+Two selectable display modes: Fixed point
and scientific.
+ Lowest-priced HP Scientific calculator.

HP-22 Business Management
$165.00'~

The HP- 22 easily handles the kinds of
calculations you face in business courses today,
in management tomorrow. Breeze through
business math calculations. Build existing
statistical data into reliable forecasts. If you're
going into business administration, this is
the calculator for you.
• Combines financial, mathematical and
statistical capabilities.
• Performs complex time-value-of-money
computations including interest rates.
+ Performs rates of return and discounted
cash flows for investment analysis.
+Performs extended percent calculations,
accumulated interest, amortization, etc.
• Ten addressable memories.
• Full decimal display control.

HP·25C Scientific Programmable
with Continuous Memory.

HP-21 Scientific.
New low price. $80.00'~
The HP-21 makes short work of the
technical calculations even so-called "nontechnical" courses require. If you need a calculator for more than simple arithmetic
-this is it-especially at its new low price.
• 32 built-in functions and operations.
• Addressable memory.

$200.00'~

student faces. "What's more, its Continuous
Memory capability lets you retain programs
and data even when it's turned off.
+Continuous memory capability.
+ 72 built-in functions and operations.
+Keystroke programmability.
+Branching, conditional test and full editing
capability.
• Eight addressable memories.
• We also offer the HP-25, (without the Continuous Memory feature) for $145.00:'

HP-27 Scientific/Plus
$200.00'~

The HP-27 is for the science or engineering student-whose course work extends into
business administration. The reason: It
features every pre-programmed scientific
function we've ever offered, plus comprehensive stat and financial functions. That's why
we've dubbed it our Scientific/Plus.
+ 28 pre-programmed exponential, log and
trig functions, 15 statistical functions, 10
financial functions-53 in all.
+ 10 addressable memories- 20 memories
in all.
+ 6 selective clearing options give you flexible
use of memories.
+ Fixed decimal, scientific or engineering
display formats.
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Campus Organizations
Offer Religious Variety
By Elizabeth Budd
. Students have a wide variety of religious activities available ~o them through organizations on
campus.
Christian activities include the Albuquerque
Christian Fellowship which sponsors an exploration into the reality of Jesus Christ. The
seminar meets in the SUB, room-250 A, Band Con
Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m. The classes are taught
by various UNM professors.
The Canterbury Chapel, an Episcopal parish, is
sponsoring a school of theology which incorporates
Greek, survey of the Old Testament, prayer, worship and the history of the American church. A
sbudent association of the chapel involves service
projects such as juvenile probation counseling,
tutoring and hospital work. Sunday services are
9:30 a.m., 11:15 a.m. and 5 p.m.; daily evening
prayer is 5:30 p.m. at the Chapel, 425 University
Blvd. Nl!:. Those interested can call Father William
Crews, 247-2515.
The Baptist Student Union sponsors a
fellowship just getting organized. ~·uture plans include a bible study in the book of Ephesians and a
special worshop service for married students on
Thursday and Monday at 5:30 p.m. The Rev.
James Maness encourages all students to use the
chapel at 401 University Blvd. for personal and
corporate prayer. For information call the Rev.
Maness at 243-5401.
The Christian Student Center offers credit
classes in the Bible and New Testament Greek. It
is $5 a course and includes the life and teaching of
Jesus, survey of the Old Testament, the Book of
Hebrews and Biblical Greek. Bible Studies and
devotionals are Thursday and Sunday at 7:30p.m.
It is sponsored by the Church of Christ and is at
130 Grand Ave. More details can be obtained from
Susan Temple at 265-4312.

The Catholic Aquinas-Newman Center offers
scripture from the Old Testament on Tuesday, 7 to
9 p.m., and an inquiry class into the Roman
Catholic religion on Thursday, 7 to 8:30p.m. Daily
mass is at 4:30 p.m., Saturday mass for Sunday
obligation is at 4:30p.m. and Sunday masses are 8
a.m., 9:15 a.m., 10:30 a.m. and 11:45 a.m. The address is 1815 Las Lomas N .E. For information call
Jacld Conroy at 247-1094.
Two Bahai Clubs exist for University students.
Bahai is a sect that believes in universal religion
and total equality for men and women. Its members believe there is no prophet for today and that
the word of God is renewed in a regenerated
world. For more facts call Bahai Club at 242-7287
or Orthodox Bahai at 256-0465.
Sikh-Dharma, or 3HO, "A way of life from India," sponsors Kundalini Yoga classes Wednesdays
and Fridays from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. Morning
meditation is at 6 a.m. For information contact
Bahadur Singh, 268-0332.
The Islamic Society meets in the Alumni Chapel
at 1 p.m. Fridays for prayer. Sundays include
readings from the Koran at different members'
homes. Other activities include picnics and participation in the International Exhibition in April.
Contact Hossein Tootoonchi at 277-5237 for more
information.
Nichiren Shoshu Sokagaki, a Buddhist sect
based on humanism, uses chanting to achieve happiness in daily life. Discussion meetings and chanting takes place in different areas in Albuquerque.
Contact Ron Pesola at 842-0615.
The Jewish Student Union meets once a month
for Friday night Shabbot Dinner. They celebrate
all Jewish holidays at the International Center,
1808 Las Lomas NE. For information contact Neil
Axlerod, 299-1502.

Students Aid Energy Program
The School of Architecture and
Planning at UNM is assisting the
State Energy Resources Board on
"Project Conserve." New Mexico
is one of two states in the country
conducting this project.

Robert Walters and Wybe Vander
Meer and built by UNM architecture students.
UNM architecture students will
be staffing the "Project Conserve"
exhibit to distribute materials and
be available for questions.

"Project
Conserve"
was
designed to promote energy conservation in existing dwellings, to
Another teature of "Project
inform house owners of energy
will be a toll-free
Conserve"
conservation measures and of
telephone-information
center at the
monetary savings related to
School
of
Architecture.
Home
reduced-energy use.
owners from anywhere in New
There will be a "Project Con- Mexico can dial I -800-432-7970
serve" exhibit in the New Mexico without charge for questions
State Fair to promote interest in relating to achieving energy conenergy conservation in homes. The servation in their homes. The inexhibit was designed by professors formation center will be open from

The HP-25C is our keystroke programmable. It can solve automatically the repetitive
problems every science and engineering

What to look for before yoe• buy an

NOW OPEN

Mnkors of-Hand Made

Register for Intra, to the Library, Ed. Fdn, 247·
001 (call number 3096-2 credits). Meets Mondays
and Wednesdays, 1:30·2:20.

(nf!xt door to Casey Rexall Drug}

4312 Lomas at Washington
Phone 255-6329 or 155-8736

~

Attention all Native American Students:
Deadline for applying Cor the Kiva Club Scholar·
ship is Sept. 10. Contact Rich at 277-3917 :l
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Sal(·~ .md ~L'r\'ICC from 17 2 office.·~ in 65 countries.
Dcrt (>)XU. 1Ylll1l'runcndgc Avenue, Cupc~tino, CA 95014.

"'Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxes- Continental U.S., Alaska and Hn.waii.
6161!9

HOLMAN'S, INC.
Store Hours M-F 8-5:30 Sat 8:30-4:30
401 Wyoming Blvd. NE
265-7981

We buy sell & trade the finest in
Imports, Vintage, Ethnic Fur,
Ful\k and Chic.
lO:OOam to 5:30pm Tues. Thru Sat.

3004 D Central
(2 Doors South Of Deli-Cityl

266-5275
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Casey Optical Co.

In Your
Clothing Budget

p.m., Wed., Sept. 8 at Casa del Sol in the SUB.
Everyone is invited in an orgnni:r.at.ional meeting.

M fhe

Or eveglasses?Brlng your R)(pr just come by
,.,We also clean and polish, and soli solutions

Put A Bite

Juniper has gay men's meetings every Wed·
nesday night, 8 p.m. Bring positive energy, food,
poetry to rl'ad, music, etc. Gatherings at Juniper
ocrice-.1055 Mesa Vistn, ]Jhone 271·2564.
UNM Young Democrats Will be tn('eting at 7

8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to I p.m. on ~ll~
Saturday from Sept. 7- Nov. 30.
~~~~

CONTACTS

olDaTcrvtm

Having problems using the LIBRARY?

Tonight
The First Full Moon Boogie With

''Last Mile Ramblers''
And This Weekend

Cadillac Bob Returns
After Long Road Tour In City
Blowing The Vegas Off The Old Cantina

AllDay Sunday
Music, Food, Volleyball
867-9983
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The Scenes Behind the Poetry
Yusuf Huwayyik!Gibran in
Paris! Popular Library/89 pages,
$1.75
Review by Stuart Walker
At the turn of the century, Paris
was "The City." Bright lights and
beautiful women, Cubism and
cathedrals, exhibitions, small cafes,
lazy summer afternoons--all these
were the elements of a cultural
magnet which drew young artists,
mus1cmns and writers by the
thousands wishing to study or just
to dream. Paris was (and perhaps
still is) to people of the arts what
Mecca is to Moslems. Among the
many pilgrims in Paris at that time
were two young Lebanese, Yusuf
Huwayyik and his closest friend, a
troubled and sensitive youth named
Kahlil Gibran. Gibran In Paris is a
collection of Huwayyik's personal
rem1mscences about their life
together in Paris, but more importantly, it is a work which
chronicles the people, the events,
and the ideas which were to shape
the beliefs and writings of a man
who' stands today as an intellectual

and literary giant.
Gibran's life in Paris was not a
flamboyant one; he ate and dressed
simply, and his social life was
confined mostly to artists like
himself. Gibran's early life in Paris
was one with which many college
students can identify: too little
time, too little money, but above
all, a desire for self-discovery and
personal fulfillment: It was also
influenced by a need to find answers to important questions. What
is love? What is life? Who or what
is God? What makes Gibran In
Paris interesting is that it riot one
story, but rather a collection of
stories, each dealing in part with
one or all of these questions.
Gibran was also searching for
perfection, or better, for a way to
reconcile matter and spirit by
showing that Divine purpose is
reflected in nature. To achieve this,
Gibran felt one must embrace art as
the only vehicle that establishes a
direct relationship between God
and nature; for art doesn't simply
but also
measure and

judges, interprets, and feels. Art
becomes a catalyst between those
things of nature (the senses) and
those of the spirit (the soul).
One does get the apparent feeling
throughout most of the book,
however, that Gibran's lofty social
and spiritual philosophies serve as a
shield or a justification of his own
inability to come to grips with real
life and the imperfections that are a
part of it. Gibran's dealings with
women were numerous, but he
justified avoiding strong personal
relationships by saying that true
Jove was a total experience of the
spirit; sex could satisfy the desires
of the body, but not the soul, At
one point, Gibran and a physician
almost came to blows over the
question of God's existence, Gibran
displaying an almost childlike
distaste for criticism. Whether
Gibran's beliefs were, in fact, more
of an escape mechanism than a

~
~

Book Bags $1.50
Excellent assortment of other
Book Bags in stock
3025 Central NE
By The Lobo Theatre
256-9893

I

CORPORATION
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Everything!!!!
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conviction is never really clear, but
the author may have done just the
opposite of what he intended by
pointing out Gibran's capacity for
and
self-limitation.
hypocrisy
Gibran betrayed his search for life's
real meaning by narrowing his
social and intellectual contacts to
people more or less in agreement
with his own views. His rigid intellectual position stood as a
paradox to his own denunciations
of ideological dogma as a hindrance
to social progress. His all-toohuman imperfections served as
testimony to his failure to realize
perfection in life; he was himself an
example of the problem he sought
to resolve.
However, as Erasmus said, in
great things it is enough to have
tried, and certainly the majesty of
Gibran's works speak for themselves. This is an age for knocking
heroes off pedestals, but perhaps in
doing so we restore them as human
beings and find that those qualities
we love in them are those which we
seek to Jove in all people. Gibran In
Paris reaffirms the love that those
of us who know him have for the
man and his work, and invites those
who don't to find out why.

Prices, Hours & Service

Our Hours Range from 9:30-4:30 Mon-Fri
2nd Floor SUB - By The Casa Del Sol
So Come, On Up Or Call For Help

277-5528

Book
Review
Lovecraft & Horrot
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By Miguel Gander!
h
SUB.Theatr~ is back \n working order. After a hectic first two weeks
t e t . 1 ~atre :s runmng smo~tl~ly. For those who haven't visited the theatre
or st1 don t know where It 1s, the entrance is located down the stairway
(next to the ele.vator ?h~ft that looks like a monolith) on the southside of
the Student Umon BUJldmg.
Starting t~e wee.k off ~n ~ ednesday night is Guys and Dolls, a film by
Joseph Mamek?w1ez. Th1s film made in 1955 is a musical starring Marlon
B.rando, Jean Simmons and ~rank Sinatra. Branda plays a tough guy, the
kind of character that made hun famous during the fifties He's a
who f 11 • I
·h
·
con man,
a s m. ov~ ~It Jean Simmons, a good woman. Branda tries to
reform despite h1s mvolvement with seedy characters including Sinatra
who plays a gambler.
'
Thu.rsday. night the theatre will show I Love You Rasa. This film from
Isr.ael1s set.m 19th century Jerusalem. It is a love story about a20-year-old
childless Widow w~o, in observing the old laws· of the land, is forced to
marry her husbands 11-year-old brother. At first she raises him like a son
but after ten y~ars sh~ succumbs to the boys desire to marry her. This film:
bas~d on t~~ hfe of d~r.ector Moshe Mizrahi's mother, deals not only with
a.nCJ~n~ rehg10us trad1t1ons but also with important issues of today. The
f1lm IS 111 Hebrew with English subtitles.
On Friday night the theatre will be showing Brewster Me Cloud Bud
Cart stars in this film ~hich is ?irected by Robert (Nashville) Altman: Cart
Pl.ays Brewster, a herm1t who hves with the birds in Houston's Astrodome.
L1ke Icarus, Brewster must fly. He builds wings so that he can amaze the
crowd. Shelly Duvall and Sally Kellerman also play in this movie.
Music: Leonard Fehlberg, violin,
and Arlette Fehlberg, piano, will
perform in a faculty recital at 8:15
Fri. night in Keller Hall.
Art: Felix Braquemont and the
___,.,,.,,.... ...~r:-::1
Etching Process is the exhibit in the
'j
upper gallery in the Fine Arts
i}·
Center (the same building as
Popejoy Hall, Keller Hall, etc.). In
the lower gallery is an exhibit
entitled French Oil Sketches of the
18th and 19th Centuries.
Art: Recent Transparent Watercolors by Frank Walker is showing
currently at the Jonson Gallery,
1909 Las Lomas NE. The gallery is
open from 12 noon to 6 p.m.,
Tuesday through Sunday:
Melodrama: The Return of the
von Leech (or That's
Lecherous
Jon is Joplin
Villainy, Part II) Fri. and Sat. night
R?unding out the week on,' on Saturday night the SUB theatre will show at Tiffany's Restaurant/Saloon hi
Jam~. Fo: those of you who never viewed the cosmic energy of Janis Cerillos (on NM 14, between
Jophn, t~1s documentary show is her belting out some of her hits "B ll Tijeras and Santa Fe). Showtimes
and Cham," "Su~mertime" and other hits are shown from differe~t 7;30 & 9:30 p.m. Call 1-471-2310
performances. Bes1.des the music, the film also shows a look at the life of a for reservations.
rock star. Her family and friends are interviewed, but most important she
talks about herself.

Th:

H. P. Lovecraft and Others/The Horror in the Museum and Other
Revisions/Ballantine Books/$1.50/245 Pages.
Review by Pete Vigil
Many of us have retained an adolescent fascination in the macabre.
Writers of the macabre and supernatural play upon this fascination
and entice us into the pleasure/pain world of fright.
This particular collection of short stories titillates my adolescent
fascination at times, but never fully captivates my imagination. It is
unfortunate, but in comparison to Poe, many tales of the supernatural
fall decidedly short. Poe, in my mind, had the ability to captivate your
attention and overwhelm your imagination. H. P. Lovecraft tried to
do this in the first story of the collection, "The Crawling Chaos,"
which was co·written with Elizabeth Berkeley. He definitely attempted to assai!' the fright-centers of the brain with tons of detailed
description of foreboding gloom, not realizing that boredom overtook
the story.
Hazel Heald contributed three stories to this collection and also
wrote one of the best stories, "The Horror in the Burying Ground."
This story exemplifies one of om innate fears, that of being buried
alive or of burying someone alive. Have you ever been to a funeral and
thought you saw the corpse take a breath?
If you like good old-fashioned ghost stories, pay the $1.50 and enjoy
yourself.

._BORED
WALK.

Hard Times in ·the
American Heartland
E. L. Doctorow/We/come to Hard their lives.
Times! Bantam. 215 pages, $1.95.
There is voilence, Peckinpah
Review by Nancy Gage Staley
violence, senseless, grotesque, and
Bet you can't read just one. explosive. The unnatural disaster,
Page, that is, of this hard little the Bad Man from Bodie, packs a
novel of a phoenix-town rising lifetime of pain and suffering into a
from its ashes and its out-of-luck single day. The Dakota winter and
assortment of citizens. With an the tensions it breeds among the
economy of language rarely found, townsfolk are a subtler brutality
Doctorow tells his story and gets that tests the limits of human
out. The book gives the impression endurance.
of a movie, a good movie, two
For all its entertainment value,
hours long, in living color, and R
which
is great, the book is bigger
rated.
than that. It is an allegory of
The story is narrated by the self- cowardice and meaness, oflove and
appointed mayor of Hard Times, its season, of hope and obstinance.
Oak., in an attempt to make sense, Like life, it lacks a proper hero. The
to make something, out of the short tragic flaw exists not only in the
history of his town. He is a man in protagonist, but in the condition of
pain, suffering enormous guilt and being alive.
suffering also his enormous hope.
This is a riproaring tale, but it
He is driven by a need to keep a
hurts.
record, and in his ledgers, along
with the accounts of the meager
businesses and their proprietors,
he tells their lives.
Packed into two hundred pages
are a dozen characters. You know
them; you've seen them at the
movies, on television; you've read
about them; they are a part of our
collective memory. They arc the
'ettler~ of the Old West. \Vith a
diff'erence. Our whore doesn't have
a heart of gold; the heart has been
burned out of her. The sheriff, full
of skill and pride, lacks cunning.
The orphan, grown up and old too
soon, synthesizes the experience of
Hard Times and becomes its
producr. These people are real,
powerfully created, although the
narrative is terse and as spare as

By John Pryor
New York (UPI)-Former Beatie
George Harrison was found guilty
Tuesday
of "subconsciously"
plagiarizing the 1962 John Mack
tune "He's So Fine" for Harrison's
1970 hit record, "My Sweet Lord."
Federal judge· Richard Owen, a
composer himself, ruled that .
Harrison was guilty of copyright
infringement, although the judge
concluded, "I do not believe he did
so deliberately."
Owen scheduled Nov. 8 for trial
on the issue of damages in the
lawsuit brought against Harrison
by Bright Tunes Music Corp.,
which owns the copyright to "He's
So Fine."
"It is clear," the judge said,
"that 'My Sweet Lord' is the very
same song as 'He's So Fine.' This
is, under the law, infringement of
copyright and is no less so even
though
subconsciously
accomplished."
"He's So Fine" was one of the

SUB Theatre
Film Guide

Att Works

Come on up to the great of'
ASUNM Duplicating Center

Great Xeroxing Still Only 5¢
All Kinds Of Mimeo & Ditto Work
And Our Great New Addition:
Complete Film And Photo Service!

ffiy Sweet Lord is He's So Fine

Wanted
Introductions, a juried Fine Arts
exhibition designed to give new
artists in the community some
exposure, has been a great success
in the past. The Albuquerque Arts
Council and the Museum of
Albuquerque plan to present
crerative-arts people to the public
again this year, in lntro!fuctions
/976.

The exhibition dates are Oct. 17 Nov. 28. Anyone interested in
entering the competition should
contact Peter Bilan, at the Museum
of Albuquerque, 766-7878, or
Helen Sidler, Arts Council, 265. 3271. Deadline f01' entries is Sept.
24 and 25.

Ouild

theatre
26&-0220

3405 centr•l ~.·

Wild
Strawberries
directed by
lngmar Bergman

7:15 9:45
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JOBS
JOBS
JOBS
Plenty of employment
positions still available for
students with or for the
New Mexico Student Union
Call: MAINTENANCE DEPT. 277-3034
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"I conclude," he said, that the
composer, "in seeking musical
materials
to
clothe
his
thought ... there came to the surface
of his mind a particular combination that pleased him as being
one he felt would be appealing to a
prospective listener."
Harrison.'s subconscious mind,
Owen said, "knew this combination of sounds would work
because it already had worked in a
song his conscious mind did not
remember."

Outlet for Students
Once upon a time UNM had a student literary magazine, Thunderbird.
Currently Thunderbird is defunct. Starting some time next week (or the
week ~fter) the ~r:s and Media section of the LOBO will try to compensate
for th1s by pubhshmg student submissions.
So, if you have a piece of short fact/fiction, poetry, graphics or a
ph~tograph that. you would like to see published, bring it by the LOBO
off1ce and leave 1t for the Arts & Media editor. I don't guarantee that I will
publish everything that is brought in. Secondly, unless I personally promise
to return a submission, it will either be saved for future reference or
thrown away. No returns.
. Ther.e's no money in it. But it is a chance to put your poetry/prose/art
mto pnnt.
Please type and double space anything you bring in. If it isn't typed. it
will never see print,
'
-Bill Barrett, Arts & Media Editor
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As always the admission to the SUB Theatre is $1. The movies are shown
at 7 p.m. and 9:15p.m.
Rodey Theatre Film Festival
Another outlet to rare films is the Rodey Film Festival. The films are
select~d by Ira Jaffe, the University's film professor and are interesting
espec~ally to students of art. This Sunday at 7:30p.m. in Rodey Theatre of
t~e Fme Arts Center, two films will be shown; Blood of a Poet [1930)
d1rected by the surrea!ist Jean Cocteau, and Emak Bakia(l927) directed by
the J?hotographer, pamter ~an Ray. Admission to these films is $1 and the
mov1es are open to the pubhc.
Happy film viewing.

,I

top hits in England in 1963 Owen
said. Years later Harrison' began
putting together his "My Sweet
~ord" during a singing engagement
111 Copenhagen, Owen said and
finished it in London.
'
The song was issued by Apple
Records, the Beatles' recording
company.
Owen said it was apparent from
the trial evidence that Harrison was
not conscious of the fact he was
plagiarizing the theme of "He's So
Fine."

Or: FOOD SERVICES·277-2811· ·
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WAITING TO DO YOUR COPIES!
Open Saturday
and Sunday for your convenience!
Front door-off street parking
call 243-2841 for information
1712 LOMAS N.E. (AT UNIVERSITY AVE. I
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Band Concert
CANCELLED

Due to lack of ticket sales.
Refunds will be available at
the SUB box office until
September 24.
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~ Soccer Kickoff Sunday;
l Women's Clinic Saturday
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Butler Knows the Long Road from Portales~
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Uy Janice Badal
At a time when soccer is probably
growing faster than any other team
sport in the United States,
Albuquerque and UNM are no
exception.

I
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This Sunday a group of New
Mexico athletes will meet a semiZ pro soccer team comprised of
0
German nationals serving in
,.....
America
with the German Air
Q)
Sports Stadium. The A YSO is an
be Force.
organization
which administers a official ceremonies.
&:;
youth soccer league in Albuquerque
This exhibition match, sponsored involving 1000 boys and girls.
The Albuquerque team is
by the Albuquerque Youth Soccer
coached by Roy Woods, a former
Sunday's match is slated as player for Team England. His team
Organization (AYSO), begins at
I :30 p.m. at the Albuquerque "Soccer Awareness Day," with includes such local players as Ray
Gov. Jerry Apodaca invited to open
Baca, Joe Badal, Dave Eppich,
Ralph Trujillo and Richie Spectold.
Other players now in Albuquerque
include former-internationa] soccer
professionals Pedro de Ia Fuente
and Eddie Gonzales.
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Doubleaoss
a friend.

I'. I Football Season Kicks Off
II
I!I I

'I 'Tis the Season for Grid Addicts

David Helling
Football addicts take heart.
I
Football seasons of all types are
starting. Last weekend high schools
in New Mexico and colleges around
the nation kicked-off their football
seasons. The National Football
League opens its regular season this
weekend. Lo~al YAFL teams have
started their season.
Fans, you will be able to watch
footbiill on television Saturday
through Monday every week during
the season. Every Saturday top
college football games will be on
I'
television and on Sunday and
Monday NFL games can be seen.
Defending Western Athletic
Conference champion Arizona
State, the second-ranked team in
the nation last year, opens its
season Thursday night in Tempe,
Ariz., when it takes on national
power UCLA. Last season,
Arizona State was the only unbeaten major college team in the
nation· but was not ranked first in
the nation because of what many
considered a weak schedule. UCLA
is a recognized football power and
Frank Kush's team can get a good
start on its quest for a national
·championship by defeating the
Bruins.
Last weekend Texas-EI Paso, the
team the UNM Lobos will play in

Frat Shutouts Open
IM Football Season

*SPECIALS *SPECIALS*SPECIALS*
While they last ...Some one-of-a-kind!
SAVE $250
Receiver
/11\ SAVE $200
Turntable
Marantz
Speaker'

~·u PIONEER"
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Receiver
Speaker
Turntable

CASSETTE DECKS
j

Save 75o/o m8X8II, S-track tapes

The leader. Always has been.
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Select Group
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3011 Monte Vista NE· 255-1694
Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM
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If there was no title of "coach"
in front of her name, she says that
she would have to have a "job that

would involve S'Omc
physical activity."

type

e
Vegetarian
Restaurant And Store
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What is in the future of Coach t:1.
Barbara Butler? "I would like to 0
work on my M.A.," and possibly t;1
P>
an "administrative job, but not ~
<.q
until after I'd spent more time
t"
coaching."
0
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Poloers Win Pair
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By Carol Pavletieh
The UNM water polo team opened its season Saturday with a pair
of victories. The Lobos· swamped Midland Junior College 20-2 and
beat New Mexico State 12-8 at the Aggie natatorium in Las Cruces.
Mike Mann was high scorer in the Midland game, while freshman
John Schafer from Hawaii scored five goals against New Mexico
State.
Coach Rick Klatt's team lost only one starter from last year's squad
which held a 9-5 record and finished third in the NCAA district
regionals.
The returning members are fielders David Lee, Dane Jacobs, Tom
Dalton, Steve Piszkin, Brian Patno and goalie Giff Cutler. Other members include Tom Smith, Bob Muehlenweg and high scorers Mike
Mann and John Schafer.
The Lobos open the home season Friday at 7 p.m. in the UNM
natatorium. The team members will play against their coach and
others in the UNM annual varsity-alumni match.
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Imperial Optical Co.
Specializing In
Personal Eye Wear
Serving New Mexico For 22 Years

J.F. Klipstone

Dispensing Optician
Mon.-Fri., 9-6- Saturday 9-1

298-2817
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Suite 15
1704 Moon NE
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ASUNM Computer Date Match?
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AN X-RATED MUSICAL COMEDY
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Tonite At
8:00 & 9:30

J

SponsoredByDeltaSigmaPi&ASUNM
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Only AS UNM Computer Date
Match Could Bring This Group
Together! Don't Delay, Register
Today
ASUNM Computer Date Match
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Football fans, you are ar the
starting line. Ahead of you lies the
entire football season. You can
watch college and pro football on
television. If you don't like to
watch it ·on television, then every
weekend there are many good,
exciting high school football games
played in the city. If you like college
football, the Lobos play five home
games this year.
Heading the list of Lobo home
foes will be New Mexico State and
Arizona.

athletes) more, especially in an
individual sport like track, You
treat e;'tch individual differently.
You feel like you accomplish
more,"

~
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She delights in coaching,because,
as she says, "I enjoy interactions
with people. I love all the sports.
Through so many of the activities,
so much education goes on. In
coaching relationships you're closer
and can teach them (women

'I

Markham

T EAC~

Coach Butler was born in Portales, and although there were rio
organized athletics for girls at the
Barbara Butler
local high school, it was in Portales
that she became interested in
teaching physical education. When career, first at West Mesa High
she attended UNM she became School, then for two years at
involved in women's athletics even Cibola High School, before
more, and then turned to the higher beginning the task of organizing
women's track at UNM. She chose
aspirations of becoming a coach.
this university because, "I enjoy
Full of qualifications and Albuquerque ... and the program
eagerness, she began a teaching was brand new and was a challenge.

I

Tit~ .S.'i.'i 1/uircur /.; uvuil:thlc for a ll'hfllt•lor lt•t_,. :~t:

255-0166

Coach Butler's assistant, Tony
Sandoval, said, "'She's a real credit
to the coaching profession ... and
she's building a top-quality
program." He described Butler as,
"open-minded, personable, willing
to try new things. A lot of coaches
get on an ego trip, but she's not that
way." He also said s)le realizes the
importance of recruiting good
talent, but she remembers that "we
have to coach them when they get
here."

I
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·

7804 Central SE

One such talent, junior AAU
champ, Susan .Vigil, said she feels
Coach Butler is "easy to get along
with" and that it is "really neat
she's devoting full time to women's
track." Another cross-country
runner, Cindy Ashby, said, "she's
success-oriented .. ,and very nice.''

JI

"HI\'
epitome af(hw h;~ir
Wftl'tuut h.niu~ logo to

There's a lot of talent in the
Albuquerque area. I knew the
potential was here."

I

PhotQ by Wendell T. Hunt
Admission will be $1 for all over
Still alive and kicking, Sunday is "Soccer Awareness Day" in
15 years of age; 50 cents for those Albuquerque.
under 15; and all children under 5
are admitted free of charge. ·
women interested in playing soccer
will begin this Saturday at 9 a.m. at said she hopes they can double the
UNM women interested in soccer
Johnson field east of Johnson gym, number of participants and teams.
aren't ignored, either.
The experienced and inexand run every Saturday until Oct. 2.
perienced
soccer players are invited
Jackson said there are about 55
UNM student Ginny Jackson has women and two teams in an in- to attend and Jackson said the
announced that clinics for all formal league now in action. She clinics are open to non-students
also.

'-·

Uy Ed Johnson
In Barbara Butler's eyes, an
observant person might see the
determination mixed with a feeling
of understanding that allows her to
do the job she does that much
better.
Barbara Butler has, as her
profession, the job of coaching
women's track at UNM.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

AGORA·UNM S'fUDENT Crisis Center 277·3013
or come by the NW Corner Mesa Vista. 9/18

Raws; 15 cents per word per day, ooe dollar
minlmurr· .•4-dvertisements run flve or more
conue~h Vd days witb no changes, nine cen·
to per word per day lao refunds if cancelled
before five lnsertlonsl. ClaBBilied ad·
vertisements must be paid in advance.

HA'l'PY BIRTHDAY PATRICIA DiVasto. Why
d6 they call you Brooklyn, Brooklyn? 9/8

Marron llall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque,N .M. 87131

'rHEBJ-JST PRICED lunch in town: foot-long hot
~ dog5, 35¢, ll·:J_<Jkie_s. 9/~0'l'lU: MIME EXP~:JUMENT performing arts col·
/!: l~t·tiV<' off('fS fall workshop h~ginning September

Z

Your 10 ~'ranees Irene Sandoval.
Claim Rm 131 Marron Hall. 9/R
FOUND TURQUOISF1 BRACELET. Call 2938023 after 9:00. 9/14

OV!·~R 330 IJl,AC:K men and women have been
killed in South Alrit•a since May. Stop U.S. trade
with South Afric-a. Writ<•yourCongressman. 9/9

FOUND MIHROHED pngHCRIP'fiON glasses
outside Ortega Hall. Claim Marron IInlll:h. 9/9
~----

ROSA'S CANTINA NI-:rms afternoon t•ruisers,
2G¢ draws till 7 p.m. R67 9983. 9/9

"-

--

~~-- -~·-··

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE. 292-1285,
9/11

1968 PONTIAC GTO, AC, AT, PS, radials, good
condition, mechanically excellent. $900.00. 2669008 5-7 p.m. 9~1~4--·-------
TIRES: H7815 Polyglass Suburbanite-good
condition- very inexpensive. 242-9489. 9/8

HONDA CL175 IN storage 2 yrs. Excellent condition, Mileage 2200. wk-277-4948. After 6 PM
869-6521. 9/15

1974 VEGA WAGON, 4-speed, good condition.
Must sell. $1,450.00/offer. 256·7828. 9/17

MOUNTAIN BOOTS, GALIBIAR Vercors, size
8'h. Worn twice, Truly fine boots, call Dick 842·
5317. 9/8

BAERY;g·-E-'L:-:E=-'c=-T-R-O::-:N-I-:C:--R··EccP-A-I-R-,-11B.S;~

~'OUND:

ll in mimr U<•ting, rrt•utive dramatirs, foJk danr{,) 1
helly dam·t•, juggling, beginning guitar. Call 812·
1080. 9/17

-~--~·----~--·---------

f'OUNP CALCULATOR CALL Shannon 243·
0792. 9/13

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good sa·
Jection, good people, LP Goodbuy, 3701 Central
NE (across from Fat Humphrey's), tfn

ENCYCLOPEDIA :BRlTANNICA ... ONE set
available at $500,00. 15th Edition published 1974,
List Price $699.00. Call Dave at 877-3955. 9/9

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare ~~;;;:-Call Prolessional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tin

LOST & FOUND

2.

FORSALE

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS.
l-owest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM.
Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
lin

BELLY DANCING CLASSES. $5 weekly nt the
Blue Hureem 255·1967. 9/15

9/8

·~

4.

TAP/JAZZ CLASSES near UNM. Experienced
professional instruction 242-3422. 9/10

JOIN US AT tho bakery cafe. Friday night 8·12
!'.·!":..IJ.:"~tif_l'i_~s()l\lr~.":usic o~.·~~ything. 9/10 _
COME 'rO '!'HE duck pond! Tomorrow at 12:201

21. ~P~E~R~S~O=N~A~L~S~~~~

SERVICES

NEED HELP Wl'l'H papers? Typing, editing,
revision, research, consultation: 281-3001. 9/14
24-HOUR DRUG STORE-Community Drug.
5100 Indian School Rd. NE. Dennis S. Pena, RPh
CUNM 57)owner. 9/13

NJ!JK AND MARY -after pizza come to the duck
pund'fhursda,r! _9~-----~--·--~-
GONDOLA LOUNGE-OFFERrNG New Mexican
food, pizza and spaghetti with your favorite cocktail-quiet atmospher!,-the other side ofPepino's,
4310 Central S,E. 9/30

.....
p_...._
_ _ _ _ _...,.__ _ ____.
co::

QJ

3.

II•' YOU HAVE been or want to be involved In
A.F.S. please call Denise 299·02_22_:_ 9/B_ __

Pedro SE, 265·0335, Color 'rVs, tape decks,stereo,
amplifiers, auto mdios. Install burglar alarms.
10% discount for students with ID. Quick service.
_u_se_d !."'s_f~or_s_a_le:__?/28
BELLY DANCING CLASSES. ~'ree int~od;;10;;
l~ssons, shake your life up. Rebekah 898-1965.
9/8
MASSAGE 9-6, 298-4718. Juan.

10/18

MOTHER 'rRUCKERS STUDENT moving and
hauling, dependable, reliable. Call mom at 299·
1501 evenings. 9/13

-----

1974 CAPRI V-6 EXCELLEN'r condition, 16,000
mi. _c~•21268-7481 Larry. 9/_2_o_ _ _ _ __

BACKPACKERS: THIS WEEK our largest collection to date of supple leather packs. Some with
sheepskin. Pile shoulder straps now at Leatherback Turtle Ltd. 107 Romero in Old Town just
north of Central. 9/21
FOR SALE: 1965 Grand Prix good condition 8816097, 9/14
=::-::-:::-:--~::---·-::-~--:-c

1974 CAPRI V-6 excellent condition 16,000,

,C~~ 26.8-7481. Larry. 9/21·-~-.$~,0{)_·0·.
· · · ·- ·

rna

HONDA CBIOO, Like new. $375.00 or best
o£fer. 2~.·~2~1,_~17:5501. 9_19_~~---
CYCI.IS'rS, HIKERS: WE have tlw best leather
packs in the country, constructed from the strong·
est of leather, built to last. Come in and check
them out. Leatherback Turtle Ltd. 107 RornL•ro in
Old Town just north of Central. 9/21

--- --·--

-··-~-~-~~~-~---~

20 PORTABLE T-V's, $30 to $60. 441 Wyommg
NE, 255 5987. 10/18
-.~

ROYAL ELECTRIC .OFFICE Typewriter. re·
conditioned, like new, $175, or trade for SmithCorona portable, 877-7611. 9/8
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1975 HONDA CB200 Motorcycle-70mpg, wind·
shield, saddlebags. mint condition, 5200 mi. 2964430. 9/8
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TRIUMPH TRII)EN'r 750cc, 19'74, excellent
condition, tuned 10 August 76. Less than 5,000
miles, 265·4298 ~venings. 9/10
~~-~-·-'··-

--·-.

--·-~----..-----··-

~-~·--
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Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box: 20, University of New Me)(ico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

SERIOUS STUDEN'l' IN Mod of housing?($82.501
4 blocks from UNM. Yard. 268·0828. 9/14
TWO-BEDROOM-;partment ne~r ~lJNM:
$70 + 'Ia utilities; prefer quiet female student.
Nice~location. C~66 2287 ev~n~n!l'~-~~14~---

SJIAI!E

EXCEPTIONAL FAMI!.Y HOME in outstand·
ing University neighborhood available for lease
thru end of 1977 summer session, 898-2095 eve·
nings. 9/10
ATTRACTIVE RoOM.PRJVA TE entrance, bath,
clean, SE, shag, refrigerator. 296-6708. 9/10
CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment complex for the young and the young in heart. Rents
start at $145. Large swimming pool. Efficiencies
& 1-hdrm available, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM, 1520 University NE,
243-2494. 9/8
. -··

6.

~-

--~~~-

~----

-~-~-~

EMPLOYMENT

WORK PART·'l'IME. $400.00 monthly. Call 242·
8152 12:00 till 2:00 only. 90..___ ---~- _
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE is accepting ap·
plications for part-time jobs. For an appointment
call 344·6232 on Wednesdays between 8 a.m.·
12 noon. 9/15
PART TIME WAITRESS Wanted from 11:00·
2:00. Apply in person at Deli Mart II, 5111 Menaul
NE. 9/8
WAITRESSES WANTED, apply in person,
Triangle Lounge, afternoon. 9/8
UNM STUDENTS. Excellent part-lime income
organizing sample sales of very popular clothing
line lor independent sales Rep. Clothing Exper·
iencc necessary. 294·2101, 9-1pm only, 9/9

Can you find the hidden novelists?

PART TIMEJO'il."Graduatc students o;ly. M;;;;L
be over 21 years old. Need two part-lime employ·
ccs for day work. Also have positions for Friday
& Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No
phone calls please. Save Way Liquor Stores, 5704
Lomas NE, 5516 MPnaul NE. 9/13
---------------..~~--,-- ~~-~-----~-~-

BALZAC
BENNETT
BRONTE
CAPOTE
CERVANTES
CRANE
DEFOE
DOSTOYEVSKY
FAULKNER
GOETHE
GORKI
HUXLEY
KEROUAC
MALAMUD

Ne\N· Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times-9¢ per word
Terms Cash ~n advance

FORRENT

,,

SELF CONTAINED PORTABLE, Stereo tape
player Sony model 240, $100.00, stereo turntable
Garrard mode! 75B syncrolab with M-91E cartridge excellent condition $75.00. R.C.A. 6' console
stereo excellent condition $150.00. 4 B. F. Goodrich
tires steel-belted radials $20.00. Ladies bike Sears
Free Spirit 5 speed blue 2 year old, Good condition
$50,00, Call292·0569 alter 5:30. 9/10 - - - -

R L

M A T

G .A

T T N L

8

c

HANGGLIDER 17 Ft Std, like new, $250, 296·
1964. 9/8
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SIMMONS STEET, J,OUNGE: Single in Day:
Converts to double at night. Coil springs tufted
mattress, $25.00, Mobilaire portable fun 20"x20"
$17.00, Chrome dining room set, two captain
chairs, four regular chairs, $65.00. Portable bariJe·
cue 18"xl8" $12.00, 266-0201. 9/13

5.

FOR SALE: STOVE gas white $100.00 washer
frigidaire $300.00. Call Mantii 268-2555 eve·
nings or weekends. 9/14

collegiate camouflage

SOU'rHERN COLORADO RIVERFRONT, lots
or acreage. Utilities, fishing, near ski area. choice
wilderness. Priced right, terms or cash. 2551729. 9/13

ORWELL
SAROYAN
SOLZHENITSYN
STEINBECK
STEVENSON
TARKINGTON
THACKERAY
TOLSTOY
TWAIN
VERNE
VONNEGUT
WAUGH
WOOLF
ZOLA

7.

TRAVEL

SAVE GAS! RIDERS will cut t'Xpenses and driv·
ing by one half! Drivers file frL•e at Rideline 265·
9860,13031449-6670. 9.110
-·- -

-~~-~~~~o·--~

FLY TO EUROPE, Asia, A!rka inexpensively.
rP!iably. ~:urail passes, etc. For further informa·
lion on budg(•t travel rontart lnterronlinPntal
'!'ravel C1•ntre 1107 Girard Blvd SE, Suite I,J
255 1i830. 9!8
RIDES! RIDES! RIDF:S! RiMJinp 265-9860 or
or 303 449·6670. 10!5
Jllo:::'IVI•:R.f'RA NKFURT, DECEMBER 20$399.00. I.os Ang1•lcs Honolulu, weekly-$199.00;
you must book 65 days in advance. lntercon·
tim•ntal TravPl Centn•, 107 Girard Blvd. Sf:.
255 6830.!Iurry! 9;14

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED TO B{TY us.•d clothing, import, vintagp, rthnir, 266-5275. 9/R
LOSE Wl':IGIJT, 6 wrrk pro~:ram combining
group rouns(•!ing, behavior modification and men·
tal reformation of body imagP. Phone 883 ·3687.
9113

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayH

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
_, under the heading (circle one): 1,
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For·Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

~-~~·~-

